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•

Medieval Era

•

Medieval Era

INTERNATIONAL GOTHIC STYLE

• Describes a style of

• Oddities of natural forms are

Celtic Book

late medieval art (painting,
sculpture and decorative art).

• Extended across western

Europe during the last quarter
of the 14th- and the first
quarter of the 15th-century,
acting in effect as a BRIDGE
BETWEEN GOTHIC ART AND
RENAISSANCE ART.

smoothed away, leaving behind
an elegant, delicate REALISM.

Design
Holy Roman

• Marked by a feeling of secular

Empire

chivalry and pageantry of
courtly life, even when religious.
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• 509 BCE - 27 BCE: Roman Republic

• Timeline of Important Events
• Holy Roman Empire + “German”
• German* Typography: 1300-1500s
• Rise of Printing in Europe

• 27 BCE - 467 CE: Roman Empire
> Western Roman Empire ends
> Eastern Roman Empire lasts
until mid-1400s

• German* Illustrated Book: 1400s-1500s

• Holy Roman Empire: c. 800 - 1806

• Renaissance Graphic Design: 1300s - 1600s, Europe
• Typeface Structure Review
https://www.historytoday.com/archive/end-holy-roman-empire

GERMAN TYPOGRAPHY & THE RISE OF PRINTING

•
• Crusades:
• First Crusade 1096-99
• Second Crusade 1147-49
• Third Crusade 1189-92
• Fourth (to Sixth) Crusades 1198-1229
• The Black Death:
• c. Oct. 1347-1452
• Killed +25,000,000 people (almost 1/3 Europe)
in 5 years

• 1450s: Gutenberg’s invention of the printing press
• Protestant Reformation: 1500s
• Renaissance: (c.1300-1600)
• The Renaissance began in northern Italy
during the 1300s
• Reached its height in the 1400s
• In the 1500s and 1600s, spread to the rest of Europe
(“Northern Renaissance”)

• Timeline of Important Events
• Holy Roman Empire + “German”
• German* Typography: 1300-1500s
• Rise of Printing in Europe
• German* Illustrated Book: 1400s-1500s
• Renaissance Graphic Design: 1300s - 1600s, Europe
• Typeface Structure Review

HOLY ROMAN EMPIRE
800 or 962* – 1806 CE

• The Holy Roman Empire was a loosely joined union of
smaller kingdoms which held power in western and
central Europe between 962 and 1806.
• It was ruled by a Holy Roman Emperor who oversaw
local regions controlled by a variety of kings, dukes,
and other officials.
• It had no ongoing official capital, but the emperors—
usually Germanic kings—ruled from their homelands.
•House of Hapsburg
Imperial banner of the Holy Roman Empire - Reichsadler (Imperial Eagle)

https://www.gotquestions.org/Holy-Roman-Empire.html

HOLY ROMAN EMPIRE

Before Nazis

800 or 962* – 1806 CE

Roman Empire

• The Holy Roman Empire was a loosely joined union of
smaller kingdoms which held power in western and
central Europe between 962 and 1806.
• It was ruled by a Holy Roman Emperor who oversaw
local regions controlled by a variety of kings, dukes,
and other officials.
• It had no ongoing
official capital,
but the emperors—
usually Germanic kings—
ruled from their
homelands.

Nazis
Holy Roman
Empire and
Hapsburg Rulers

Swastika also didn’t
originally mean
Nazi Germany,
but that pagan symbol
now forever connected

After Nazis

Deutschland Coat of Arms

HOLY ROMAN EMPIRE
800 or 962* – 1806 CE
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• The Holy Roman Empire was a loosely joined union of
smaller kingdoms which held power in western and
central Europe between 962 and 1806.

• Timeline of Important Events
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• It was ruled by a Holy Roman Emperor who oversaw
local regions controlled by a variety of kings, dukes,
and other officials.

• German* Typography: 1300-1500s
• Rise of Printing in Europe

• It had no official capital,
but the emperors—
usually Germanic kings—
ruled from their
homelands.

• German* Illustrated Book: 1400s-1500s

•House of Hapsburg

• Renaissance Graphic Design: 1300s - 1600s, Europe

•House of Hapsburg

https://www.gotquestions.org/Holy-Roman-Empire.html

“GERMANIC”
• The Germanic people were a diverse group of
migratory tribes with common linguistic and
cultural roots who dominated much of Europe
during the Iron Age (500 BCE – 332 BCE).

• When the Roman Empire lost strength during

the 5th century, Germanic peoples migrated into
Great Britain and Western Europe, and their
settlements became fixed territories

• Typeface Structure Review
https://courses.lumenlearning.com/boundless-worldhistory/chapter/the-germanic-tribes/
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• Block Printing on fabric and paper
• Developed further in Asia - China and India (and others).
• Enabled multiple copies of work to be printed on
a paper substrate and bound together
• Movable type
• Invented in China around 1000 CE.
• Made creating block pages faster.
• Developed independently in Europe in the 1400s,
though evidence shows that block printed items
from Asia were present on the European continent.
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THIS IS NOT IN YOUR TEXTBOOK!
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• Block Printing on fabric and paper

• Movable METAL type
• Multiple sources claim different publications as the first,
but printing via a movable metal type has been found to be
present in (what is now) Korea as early as the mid-1200s.

• Developed further in Asia - China and India (and others).
• Enabled multiple copies of work to be printed on
a paper substrate and bound together

• Korean Hangul alphabetonly 24 (28) letters

• Movable type
• Invented in China around 1000 CE.

• Chinese characters:
often THOUSANDS

• Made creating block pages faster.
• Developed independently in Europe in the 1400s,
though evidence shows that block printed items
from Asia were present on the European continent.

Gutenberg’s movable metal
type (and printing press)
invented in 1450s Europe.
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• Demand for books

• Demand for books

• Demand for books

•

• Paper production

• Emerging literate middle class
• Supply
• Via a bookseller, but custom-made by

•

elsewhere by a sort of assembly line of trained
letterers, decorative initialing, gold ornament
production, proofers, binders.
No longer only made in monastic scriptoriums.

• Paper production
• Block printing

Paper production
! Trade Routes and Wars
! By 1276, paper mill in Fabriano, Italy
! By 1348, paper mill in Troyes, France
! Watermark

• Block printing

!
!
!
!

Trade Routes and Wars
By 1276, paper mill in Fabriano, Italy
By 1348, paper mill in Troyes, France
Watermark

• Block printing
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• Demand for books

• Demand for books

•

• Paper production

Paper production
! Trade Routes and Wars
! By 1276, paper mill in Fabriano, Italy
! By 1348, paper mill in Troyes, France
! Watermark

• Block printing

• Block printing
Most of the blocks at this time
were carved from wood
> vs. metal (sometimes used)
or linoleum (not available until 1800s)

2020 map

The earliest European
manifestation of printing’s
democratizing ability,
(but using classism in
its symbolism):

!

Devotional prints
of saints

!

Devotional prints
of saints

!

Used as religious
instruction for
the illiterate.

!

Used as religious
instruction for
the illiterate.

!

Image and lettering
cut from same block
of wood.
! Evolved into
block books

!

Image and lettering
cut from same block
of wood.
! Evolved into
block books

• Hearts:
Clergy

• Spades (swords):
Nobility

• Clubs (leaf-like):
Peasantry

• Diamonds:

Medieval Merchant
Jack of Diamonds, woodblock playing card, c. 1400

Block Books: Each page has been cut from a block.

Woodblock print of St. Christopher, 1423

Block Books: Each page has been cut from a block.

Woodblock print of St. Christopher, 1423

!

Black area as
effective focal point,
unifying the 2 figures

!

Scroll acts like a
“talk balloon”

! Usually contained 30-50 leaves of paper
! Hand-colored
! Some later used paste, gum
and tinsel-type materials
! Only printed on 1 side of paper because of
too much indentation

Woodblock print of the Annunciation, undated
Design of woodcuts attributed to Cristoforo Cortese, 1487, Venice

1407 CE

Latin Bible, hand written in
Belgium by Gerard Brils for reading
aloud in a monastery.

1487 CE

Venetian woodcut

Woodblock print of the letter K, c. 1464

Ars Moriendi
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• Demand for books

• Demand for books

• Paper production

• Paper production

• Block printing

• Block printing

• Presses - for wine, cheese, paper bundling

• Presses - for wine, cheese, paper bundling

• Concept of individual movable type

• Concept of individual movable type

Pages from Are Moriendi, 1466

JOHANNES GUTENBERG

Mainz, Germany
2020 map

Independent Movable Reusable Type + Printing Press

• German* (Mainz)
• Metalsmith
• Created Printing Press

Holy Roman Empire
c. 1500s

Mainz, Germany
2020 map
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• German* (Mainz)

• German* (Mainz)

• Metalsmith

• Metalsmith

• Created Printing Press in 1450s

• Created his Printing Press in 1450s
• The mechanical metal movable-type printing press
along with innovations in

• Casting the type based on a matrix and hand mold
• Specific alloy (mixture) of metal
Printing press from 1811, Germany

JOHANNES GUTENBERG
Independent Movable Reusable Type + Printing Press

• German* (Mainz)
• Metalsmith
• Created his Printing Press in 1450s
• The mechanical metal movable-type printing press
along with innovations in

• Casting the type based on a matrix and hand mold
• Specific alloy (mixture) of metal

Why is this incorrect?

PRINTING WITH

PRINTING WITH
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reusable

independent,
movable,
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independent,
movable,
reusable

BITS OF LETTERS
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independent,
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GUTENBERG’S PRESS

THE GUTENBERG BIBLE

and all elements that made it work:

Christian Holy Bible in Latin

TYPE MOLD

• Also known as “The 42-Line Bible” because there
are 42 lines of text on each page.

• Independent, movable, reusable type

• Enabled economical
mass production of
alphabetic
communication
• Ranks near writing as
one of most important
advances in civilization

= MASS
COMMUNICATION

INK

• Boiled linseed oil and powdered carbon
(metal not porous like wood)

PRESS

• Based on large screw lowering and raising plates
Used for 400 years with only moderate improvements

pages from Gutenberg Bible, c. 1450s

THE GUTENBERG BIBLE

THE GUTENBERG BIBLE

Christian Holy Bible in Latin

Christian Holy Bible in Latin

• Printed 180* copies (pre-order only)
• “The average price for one Bible is believed to
have been 30 guilder = 3 years wages for a clerk
[cleric/scholar].”
• Available in 2 versions:
• Paper
• Vellum $$$
• The buyer paid a basic price for the printing and
then added frills (hand-coloration, illuminations,
a binding, and a cover) for an extra fee.

• Printed 180* copies (pre-order only)
• “The average price for one Bible is believed to
have been 30 guilder = 3 years wages for a clerk
[cleric/scholar].”
• Available in 2 versions:
• Paper
• Vellum $$$
• The buyer paid a basic price for the printing and
then added frills (hand-coloration, illuminations,
a binding, and a cover) for an extra fee.
pages from Gutenberg Bible, c. 1450s

https://bookriot.com/10-things-you-should-know-about-the-gutenberg-bible/#:~:text=8)%20A%20Gutenberg%20Bible%20contains,an%20average%20of%2014%20lbs.

The red and drop cops were added by hand,
but all black text was done with
the first (in Europe) independent, movable, reusable type.

https://bookriot.com/10-things-you-should-know-about-the-gutenberg-bible/#:~:text=8)%20A%20Gutenberg%20Bible%20contains,an%20average%20of%2014%20lbs.
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Christian Holy Bible in Latin

Christian Holy Bible in Latin

• A Gutenberg Bible contains 1,286 pages.
• 300 pieces of unique types were used in the
printing and each page contains approximately
2,500 pieces of type.
•11.75 x 15 inch pages
• 2 columns on each with generous margins
• It took between 3-5 years to complete the entire
print run of 180 Bibles.
• Each Bible weighs an average of 14 pounds.

• A Gutenberg Bible contains 1,286 pages.
• 300 pieces of unique types were used in the
printing and each page contains approximately
2,500 pieces of type.
•11.75 x 15 inch pages
• 2 columns on each with generous margins
• It took between 3-5 years to complete the entire
print run of 180 Bibles.
• Each Bible weighs an average of 14 pounds.

https://bookriot.com/10-things-you-should-know-about-the-gutenberg-bible/#:~:text=8)%20A%20Gutenberg%20Bible%20contains,an%20average%20of%2014%20lbs.

All of these are in Latin,
the official language of
the Roman Catholic Church

Gutenberg Bible, 1450s, printing press imitating
Textura/Blackletter of illuminated manuscripts

https://bookriot.com/10-things-you-should-know-about-the-gutenberg-bible/#:~:text=8)%20A%20Gutenberg%20Bible%20contains,an%20average%20of%2014%20lbs.
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• German* (Mainz)
•

Metalsmith

• Created Printing Press
• Going bankrupt before he could
finish fulfilling orders

• Obtained loans from Johann Fust

• Dynasty of printers, publishers, booksellers for
next 100 years

• Fust traveled widely to gather business and
distribute materials

• Reactions to mass printing
• First printer’s trademark created
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next 100 years

• Fust traveled widely to gather business and
distribute materials

• Reactions to mass printing
• First printer’s trademark created

• Press foreman: Peter Shoeffer
• These two formed Fust & Shoeffer

FUST & SHOEFFER

JOHANNES GUTENBERG
Independent Movable Reusable Type + Printing Press

• Created a printing firm
• Dynasty of printers, publishers, booksellers for

• German* (Mainz)

next 100 years

• Metalsmith

• Fust traveled widely to gather business and
distribute materials

• Created Printing Press

• Reactions to mass printing

• Going bankrupt before he could
finish fulfilling orders

• First printer’s trademark created

• Adolph of Mainz appointed
Gutenberg courtier

Excerpt from a Psalter in Latin

• Gutenberg dies in 1468

PRINTING SPREADS BEYOND MAINZ
! German

princes and lords involved in power struggles
1500, huge increase in presses and the amount of
books produced

! By

! Many

presses and workers left Mainz,
establishing shops as far away as Italy and France

! Also

printed:

! Religious

tracts and other pamphlets

! Broadsides

– single-leaf pages printed on 1 side,
eventually evolved into printed poster and print ad/news

= last half of the 1400s

1500, huge increase in presses and the amount of
books produced

! By

! Also

printed:

! Religious

tracts and other pamphlets

! Broadsides

– single-leaf pages printed on 1 side,
eventually evolved into printed poster, print ad/news

OLD vs. NEW

OLD vs. NEW

• Resistance from scribes

• Resistance from scribes

• Color illustrations still done by hand

• Color illustrations still done by hand

• Illustrated or with woodblock print

• Illustrated or with woodblock print

• Why?

• Why?

•

• Or political pressure to continue craft?

Theorized because multi-color too expensive
Or political pressure to continue craft?

EFFECTS OF TYPOGRAPHIC PRINTING

EFFECTS OF TYPOGRAPHIC PRINTING

• Reduced price of printing to a FRACTION of

• Reduced price of printing to a FRACTION of

• Played a pivotal role in social, economic, religious

• Played a pivotal role in social, economic, religious

• Powerful vehicle to spread ideas about rights of

• Powerful vehicle to spread ideas about rights of

its earlier cost

upheavals during the (late) 1400s and 1500s in Europe
and its colonies
men and sovereignty of the people

Copperplate
Engraving

Theorized because multi-color too expensive

its earlier cost

upheavals during the (late) 1400s and 1500s in Europe
and its colonies
men and sovereignty of the people
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• Protestant Reformation -

• Protestant Reformation -

split between Catholic and protestant* churches

split between Catholic and protestant* churches

• Martin Luther

• Martin Luther - theologian/monk

• 1517: nailed his 95 Theses to door of Wittenberg’s

• 1517: nailed his 95 Theses to door of Wittenberg’s

Castle Church

•

Castle Church

First translation into German from
ancient Greek and Hebrew
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• Martin Luther - theologian/monk
• He completed the first translation of Bible into

• Martin Luther - theologian/monk
• He completed the first translation of Bible into

• Martin Luther - theologian/monk
• He completed the first translation of Bible into

German from ancient Greek and Hebrew.
• New Testament -1522
• Entire Bible - 1534

• Anyone who could read German (common tongue)

and afford a more cheaply printed book could read
the Bible for himself.

• Vs. only hearing through the translations and

interpretations of the Roman Catholic Church.
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• New Testament -1522
• Entire Bible - 1534

• Anyone who could read German (common tongue)

and afford a more cheaply printed book could read
the Bible for himself.

• Vs. only hearing through the translations and

interpretations of the Roman Catholic Church.

EFFECTS OF TYPOGRAPHIC PRINTING
• Human dialogue could take place on a larger
(global) scale

• Stabilized and unified languages
• Illiteracy began its long, steady decline
ALMOST 100 YEARS

• Radically altered education
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EFFECTS OF TYPOGRAPHIC PRINTING

• Human dialogue could take place on a larger

GERMANY

GERMANY

• Woodcut artists and typographic printers collaborated

• Woodcut artists and typographic printers collaborated

(global) scale

• Stabilized and unified languages
• Illiteracy began its long, steady decline
• Radically altered education
• Press was first mechanized handicraft
• set into motion processes leading to the
Industrial Revolution in 300 years

to develop the illustrated book and broadsheet.

to develop the illustrated book and broadsheet.

• Stature of illustrator increased

• Stature of illustrator increased

ITALY

ITALY

• Letter styles and format design inherited from

• Letter styles and format design inherited from

illuminated manuscript.

• Evolved into Renaissance book.

illuminated manuscript.

• Evolved into Renaissance book.

• TIMELINE PROJECT

GERMAN TYPOGRAPHY & THE RISE OF PRINTING

• Timeline of Important Events
• Holy Roman Empire + “German”

• BREATHE

• German* Typography: 1300-1500s
• Rise of Printing in Europe
• German* Illustrated Book: 1400s-1500s
• Renaissance Graphic Design: 1300s - 1600s, Europe
• Typeface Structure Review

German* Illustrated Book
• Nuremberg, Germany* becomes printing center
• Anton Koberger
• Albrecht Dürer

Nuremberg, Germany
2020 map

German* Illustrated Book

German* Illustrated Book

• Anton Koberger (c. 1440/1445 – 1513)

NUREMBERG CHRONICLE

• Germany’s esteemed printer

• Of the hundred of books and products published by
Koberger, Nuremberg Chronicle is most famous.

• Also a goldsmith, publisher, bookseller
• Reputed to have operated 24 presses,

employed 100 printers and craftsmen,
and had agencies in most of the principal cities
of Europe for the sale of his books and for
manuscript acquisition.

• Published 1493 in Latin and German versions.
• The Chronicle was a compendium of history

(the text of the book is a full chronicle of the world's
history from its creation up to the year the book was
printed), geography, and the natural wonders of
the world.

Holy Roman Empire
c. 1500s
https://www.encyclopedia.com/science/encyclopedias-almanacs-transcripts-and-maps/anton-koberger

https://www.encyclopedia.com/science/encyclopedias-almanacs-transcripts-and-maps/anton-koberger

German* Illustrated Book
NUREMBERG CHRONICLE

• Of the hundred of books and products published by
Koberger, Nuremberg Chronicle is most famous.

• Published 1493 in Latin and German versions.
• The Chronicle was a compendium of history

(the text of the book is a full chronicle of the world's
history from its creation up to the year the book was
printed), geography, and the natural wonders of
the world.

Anton Koberger,
Nuremberg Chronicle excerpt,
1493

Anton Koberger, Nuremberg Chronicle excerpt, 1493
https://www.encyclopedia.com/science/encyclopedias-almanacs-transcripts-and-maps/anton-koberger

German* Illustrated Book
NUREMBERG CHRONICLE

• A monument of book illustration, the Chronicle used

645 different woodcut illustrations, some used more
than once (up to 10 times for some of the ornaments) to
produce 1,809 total illustrations depicting the full
pictorial life of Christ, episodes in the lives of many
saints, portraits of prophets, kings, emperors, popes,
heroes and great men of history, genealogical tress,
nature's wonders, maps, and panoramic views of cities.

Anton Koberger,
Nuremberg Chronicle excerpt,
1493
https://www.encyclopedia.com/science/encyclopedias-almanacs-transcripts-and-maps/anton-koberger

Anton Koberger, Nuremberg Chronicle excerpt, 1493

German* Illustrated Book

German* Illustrated Book

NUREMBERG CHRONICLE

• Nuremberg, Germany* becomes printing center

•
•
•
•

Diversity of page layouts

• Anton Koberger

Full-page illustrations

KOBERGER WAS THE GODPARENT OF >>

Also pages of just text
Sturdy Textura types with rounded strokes

• Albrecht Dürer

• Overall dense visual texture

Anton Koberger, Nuremberg Chronicle excerpt, 1493
https://www.encyclopedia.com/science/encyclopedias-almanacs-transcripts-and-maps/anton-koberger

German* Illustrated Book
• Albrecht Dürer (1471-1528)
• German* painter, engraver, theorist, printmaker,
and a prolific writer on perspective and the
proportions of the human body.

• Regarded as (one of) the greatest artist of the
Northern Renaissance

Albrecht Dürer, (detail from) Self-Portrait*, 1500s
* or Self-Portrait at Twenty-Eight Years Old Wearing a Coat with Fur Collar
* or Self-Portrait as Christ
https://www.encyclopedia.com/science/encyclopedias-almanacs-transcripts-and-maps/anton-koberger

Albrecht Dürer,
Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse,
from The Apocalypse
1498
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Albrecht Dürer,
Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse,
from The Apocalypse
1498

https://www.metmuseum.org/art/collection/search/336215

Albrecht Dürer, 3 (of 15) woodcutes from The Apocalypse (printed by Koberger),1498
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Albrecht Dürer, 3 (of 15) woodcutes from The Apocalypse (printed by Koberger),1498

Left to Right:
DEATH
> sweeping citizens
and a king into the
jaws of Hades (Hell).
FAMINE
> with empty scales
WAR
> with raised sword
PLAGUE (or Pestilence)
> with bow

Albrecht Dürer, 3 (of 15) woodcutes from The Apocalypse (printed by Koberger),1498

German* Illustrated Book
• Albrecht Dürer (1471-1528)
• German* painter, engraver, theorist, printmaker,
and a prolific writer on perspective and the
proportions of the human body.

• Regarded as (one of) the greatest artist of the

Northern Renaissance
• Became major influence on cultural exchange
between Italian and Northern Renaissance

Albrecht Dürer, 3 (of 15) woodcutes from The Apocalypse (printed by Koberger),1498

Albrecht Dürer,
Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse,
from The Apocalypse
1498

• Theoretical

discussions of
linear geometry
and
2-D construction

• Explains application
to architecture,
decoration,
engineering,
and letterforms.

Albrecht Dürer,
from Underweisung der Messung
(A Course in the Art of Measurement with Compass and Ruler),1525

Albrecht Dürer,
from Underweisung der Messung
(A Course in the Art of Measurement with Compass and Ruler),1525
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• This is all VERY important because then Germans*

• This is all VERY important because then Germans*

• Dürer created beautifully proportioned Roman
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• Dürer was under the influence of Italian Renaissance.

• Dürer was under the influence of Italian Renaissance.

began to develop a Roman serif typeface that copied
what had existed in antiquity. (Like all of Renaissance,
obsessed with Ancient Rome.)

began to develop a Roman serif typeface that copied
what had existed in antiquity. (Like all of Renaissance,
obsessed with Ancient Rome.)

capitals with clear instructions of their construction
relating each letter to the square, though details still
up to trained eye
Despite his information, Germany stayed with Textura
for a long time.

capitals with clear instructions of their construction
relating each letter to the square, though details still
up to trained eye

Albrecht Dürer,
from Underweisung der Messung
(A Course in the Art of Measurement with Compass and Ruler),1525

Despite his information, Germany stayed with Textura
for a long time.

GERMAN TYPOGRAPHY & THE RISE OF PRINTING

• Timeline of Important Events
• Holy Roman Empire + “German”
• German* Typography: 1300-1500s
• Rise of Printing in Europe
• German* Illustrated Book: 1400s-1500s
• Renaissance Graphic Design: 1300s - 1600s, Europe
Albrecht Dürer,
from Underweisung der Messung
(A Course in the Art of Measurement with Compass and Ruler),1525

• Typeface Structure Review

RENAISSANCE
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• “Revival” or “Rebirth” or what?

• “Revival” or “Rebirth” or what?
• Renaissance promoted the rediscovery of classical
philosophy, literature and art.

• Greek and Roman Republics; Roman Empire

Leonardo Da Vinci, Study of proportions, from Vitruvius's De Architectura, c. 1487; Michelangelo, David, 1504

RENAISSANCE
• “Revival” or “Rebirth” or what?
• Renaissance promoted the rediscovery of classical
philosophy, literature and art.

• Greek and Roman Republics; Roman Empire
• “For one thing, in many ways the period we call the

Renaissance was not so different from the era that
preceded it.
However, many of the scientific, artistic and cultural
achievements of the so-called Renaissance do
share common themes, most notably the
humanistic belief that man was the center of his
own universe.” [Humanism]
Artist(s) unknown, Augustus of Prima Porta, c. 1 CE ; Michelangelo, David, 1504 CE

Artist(s) unknown, Augustus of Prima Porta, c. 1 CE

https://www.history.com/topics/renaissance/italian-renaissance

RENAISSANCE GRAPHIC DESIGN
• Roman (serif) typeface
• Europe hadn’t seen much of since Antiquity.
• Innovative book design
• Printing spread from Europe
✴But it took until Cosimo I de' Medici to encourage
it in mid-1500s for Florence to join other Italian
city-states like Venice

LOOKING AHEAD:

DEVELOPMENT OF ROMAN TYPEFACE

INFLUENCES

• Many German printers/typeface designers spread to
surrounding areas like Italy, Britain, and France.

• But “…cultural tradition ensured that German

typography and type design remained true to the
Gothic/Blackletter spirit.” (< aka “Textura”)

Classical Antiquity
Capitalis Monumentalis

Carolingian “Roman"

https://blog.thepapermillstore.com/history-of-typography-italian-inspiration/

(REMINDER OF TEXTURA IN PRINT)
Gutenberg Bible, 1450s, printing press imitating
Textura/Blackletter of illuminated manuscripts

DEVELOPMENT OF ROMAN TYPEFACE

•

DEVELOPMENT

Conrad Sweynheym and Arnold Pannarta

• German printers/typeface designers who were
invited by a cardinal in a Benedictine monastery in
Subiaco, Italy to publish Latin classics and the
cardinal’s writings

• Johannes de Spira
• De Spira changed the vertical stress and strong

Conrad Sweynheym and Arnold Pannarta, 1465

angles of Textura that remained in Sweynheym and
Pannartz typefaces to an organic unity of
horizontal, vertical, diagonal, circular forms.

• Also first printer in Venice; $$ 5-year monopoly $$
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DEVELOPMENT

• Conrad Sweynheym and Arnold Pannarta
• German printers/typeface designers who were
invited by a cardinal in a Benedictine monastery in
Subiaco, Italy to publish Latin classics and the
cardinal’s writings

Conrad Sweynheym and Arnold Pannarta, 1467

DEVELOPMENT OF ROMAN TYPEFACE

• Nicolas Jenson
• French engraver, pioneer, printer and type designer
who carried out most of his work in Venice, Italy.
Conrad Sweynheym and Arnold Pannarta, 1467

• Johannes de Spira
• De Spira changed the vertical stress and strong
angles of Textura that remained in Sweynheym and
Pannartz typefaces to an organic unity of
horizontal, vertical, diagonal, circular forms.

• Also first printer in Venice; $$ 5-year monopoly $$

Johannes de Spira, 1469

(attributed to) Nicolas Jenson,
mark for the Society of Venetian Printers,
1481

DEVELOPMENT OF ROMAN TYPEFACE

DEVELOPMENT

• Nicolas Jenson
• French engraver, pioneer, printer and type designer

History Naturalis,
First printed edition published by
Johannes de Spira, Venice, 1469.

who carried out most of his work in Venice, Italy.

• Lasting influence of Jenson’s typefaces
• Ability to design spaces between the letters and

Johannes de Spira, 1469

within each form creating an even tone throughout
page for extreme legibility. How?

• Wider letterforms
• Lighter tone
• More even texture of black strokes on
white ground

Nicolas Jenson, 1470

Typeface by de Spira.
Printed by de Spira.
Illumination by Pliny, the Elder.

MORE DEVELOPMENT OF PRESS

• Erhard Ratdolt
• Ratdolt was another of many German printers who
converged on Venice, where by the end of the 1400s,
there were more than 150 active presses.

• Most of Ratdolt's publications were scientific
and mathematical.

• He made these publications more attractive and often
more informative by adding ornamental printed initial
letters, diagrams, and the use of color printing.

Lines of Jenson’s roman from
Eusebius, Venice 1470.
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• Erhard Ratdolt
• Ratdolt was another of many German printers who
converged on Venice, where by the end of the 1400s,
there were more than 150 active presses.

• Most of Ratdolt's publications were scientific
and mathematical.

• He made these publications more attractive and often
more informative by adding ornamental printed initial
letters, diagrams, and the use of color printing.

Sphaera Mundi,
(Book by Johannes de Sacrobosco), Erhard Ratdolt publisher/printer, 1485

Sphaera Mundi,
(Book by Johannes de Sacrobosco), Erhard Ratdolt publisher/printer, 1485

MORE DEVELOPMENT OF PRESS

• Aldus Manutius >>
ALDINE PRESS

Kalendarium,
Erhard Ratdolt, Peter Loeslein, Bernhard Maler, 1476

Aldus Manutius,
printer’s trademark, c. 1500
“Make haste slowly.”

Kalendarium,
Erhard Ratdolt, Peter Loeslein, Bernhard Maler, 1476
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• Pocket Books
• 1501: addressed need for smaller,

• Pocket Books
• 1501: addressed need for smaller,

more economical books

more economical books

• Approx. 3.75 x 6 inches
• Set in the first italic typeface
• Narrower width
• Closely modeled on a slanted handwriting style

• Approx. 3.75 x 6 inches
• Set in the first italic typeface
• Narrower width
• Closely modeled on a slanted handwriting style

amongst scholars for writing speed, informality

amongst scholars for writing speed, informality

Edition of the works of Vergil,
First (?) Pocket Book printed by Aldine Press;
First italic typeface designed by Francesco “Griffo” of Bologna, 1501

DEVELOPMENT OF ROMAN TYPEFACE
•

Edition of the works of Vergil,
First (?) Pocket Book printed by Aldine Press;
First italic typeface designed by Francesco “Griffo” de Bologna, 1501

Francesco de Bologna (Griffo), typeface designer
• Also created a typeface for a book written by
Pietro de Bembo; THEREFORE, Griffo named the
typeface Bembo
• Griffo researched pre-Caroline (pre- Holy Roman
Empire) scripts to produce a Roman type that was
more authentic than Jenson’s designs
• Made lowercase ascenders taller than the
capitals to correct an optical color problem –
tendency of capitals to appear too large and heavy
in a page of text
• Became model for French type designers who
perfected these letterforms in the next century
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DEVELOPMENT OF ROMAN TYPEFACE
•

Francesco de Bologna (Griffo), typeface designer
• Also created a typeface for a book written by
Pietro de Bembo; THEREFORE, Griffo named the
typeface Bembo
• Griffo researched pre-Caroline (pre- Holy Roman
Empire) scripts to produce a Roman type that was
more authentic than Jenson’s designs
• Made lowercase ascenders taller than the
capitals to correct an optical color problem –
tendency of capitals to appear too large and heavy
in a page of text
• Became model for French type designers who
perfected these letterforms in the next century

Aldus Manutius, page using Griffo’s Bembo typeface in De Aetna, 1495-96
Bembo typeface (from FONT today)

RENAISSANCE ENDING

DEVELOPMENT
Carolingian Roman

Nicolas Jenson, 1470

Conrad Sweynheym
&
Arnell Pannarta

Johannes de Spira

1500s - Golden Age of French Typography
• Books printed in Roman (serif) types
• Censorship became an increasingly difficult problem
• Church and state sought to maintain authority and
control but overcame eventually
• GEOFFROY TORY
• CLAUDE GARAMOND

Nicolas Jenson
Griffo’s Bembo typeface, 1490s
Griffo’s Bembo typeface

RENAISSANCE ENDING
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1500s - Golden Age of French Typography

1500s - Golden Age of French Typography

• GEOFFROY TORY
• Professor, scholar, translator, poet, author,
publisher, printer, bookseller, calligrapher,
designer, illustrator, engraver
• Illustrated, published, bound, printed books with
approach as trained craftsman
• Reformer of French language
• Introduced the apostrophe, accent, cedilla
• Rid dense, claustrophobic page layout and heavy
Gothic typography from French printing

• GEOFFROY TORY
• Professor, scholar, translator, poet, author,
publisher, printer, bookseller, calligrapher,
designer, illustrator, engraver
• Illustrated, published, bound, printed books with
approach as trained craftsman
• Reformer of French language
• Introduced the apostrophe, accent, cedilla
• Rid dense, claustrophobic page layout and heavy
Gothic typography from French printing
Geoffroy Tory, capital from series of criblé initials, c. 1526
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• GEOFFROY TORY
• Champ Fleury, 1529
• “the art and science of the proper and true
proportions of the attic letters, which are
otherwise called antique letters, and in
common speech, roman letters”
• Book 1: Fixed pronunciation and speech
to French language
• Book 2: Discusses history of roman letters
• Book 3: Tory’s designs for 13 alphabets
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• Book 2: Discusses history of roman letters
• Book 3: Tory’s designs for 13 alphabets
Geoffroy Tory, from Champ Fleury, 1529
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to French language
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RENAISSANCE ENDING
1500s - Golden Age of French Typography
• CLAUDE GARAMOND
• First punchcutter to work independently of a type
foundry to sell printers cast type ready to
distribute to type compositor’s case
• His Roman typefaces have “extraordinary
legibility and beauty”. Credited with major role in
eliminating Gothic (Textura) styles from
compositors’ cases all over Europe,
except in Germany.
• Though credit also goes to Geoffroy Tory (and
others), they all influenced each other.
Geoffroy Tory, from Champ Fleury, 1529

Geoffroy Tory, from Champ Fleury, 1529

RENAISSANCE ENDING
1500s - Golden Age of French Typography
• CLAUDE GARAMOND
• First punchcutter to work independently of a type
foundry to sell printers cast type ready to
distribute to type compositor’s case
• His Roman typefaces have “extraordinary
legibility and beauty”. Credited with major role in
eliminating Gothic (Textura) styles from
compositors’ cases all over Europe,
except in Germany.
• Though credit also goes to Geoffroy Tory (and
others), they all influenced each other.
Type Compositor’s Bench today
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• CLAUDE GARAMOND
• Garamond typeface
• Cut during 1540s
• They just "fit" – allowed closer word spacing
• Harmony of design between capitals, lowercase
• Copied/retouched by many through the centuries.
• At the beginning of the 20th century ATF, Monotype
and D. Stempel AG released new revisions.
• ITC Garamond was designed in 1975 by Tony Stan
for the International Typeface Corporation.
• Robert Slimbach created the Adobe version in 1989.

• CLAUDE GARAMOND
• Garamond typeface
• Cut during 1540s
• They just "fit" – allowed closer word spacing
• Harmony of design between capitals, lowercase
• Copied/retouched by many through the centuries.
• At the beginning of the 20th century ATF, Monotype
and D. Stempel AG released new revisions.
• ITC Garamond was designed in 1975 by Tony Stan
for the International Typeface Corporation.
• Robert Slimbach created the Adobe version in 1989.

Garamond typeface used

RENAISSANCE ENDING

DESIGN CENTERS

1500s - Golden Age of French Typography

IN EUROPE IN 1500s

• CLAUDE GARAMOND
• Garamond typeface
• Cut during 1540s
• They just "fit" – allowed closer word spacing
• Harmony of design between capitals, lowercase
• Copied/retouched by many through the centuries.
• At the beginning of the 20th century ATF, Monotype
and D. Stempel AG released new revisions.
• ITC Garamond was designed in 1975 by Tony Stan
for the International Typeface Corporation.
• Robert Slimbach created the Adobe version in 1989.

•Nuremberg Germany
•Venice Italy
•Paris France

Garamond digital font of updated typeface
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IN EUROPE IN 1500s

•Nuremberg Germany

•Basel Switzerland
• Johann Oporinus became Basel’s leading printer

•Venice Italy

• Masterpiece De humani corporis fabrica “Construction
of the Human Body” by founder of anatomy, Andreas
Versalius from Brussels

•Paris France
•Lyons France

• Original had woodcuts

About 180 miles apart

•Basel Switzerland

• Also wordy text in tight pages of roman type with precise
page numbers, running heads, marginal notes in delicate
italic type, no paragraph indentations
2020 map

• It was pirated, translated, reprinted, copied, abridged
by printers all across Europe…AND…
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•Basel Switzerland
• Johann Oporinus became Basel’s leading printer
• Masterpiece De humani corporis fabrica “Construction
of the Human Body” by founder of anatomy, Andreas
Versalius from Brussels
• Original had woodcuts
• Also wordy text in tight pages of roman type with precise
page numbers, running heads, marginal notes in delicate
italic type, no paragraph indentations

Johann Oporinus (printer),
cover of De Humani Corporis
Fabrica Librorum Epitome,
1543

• It was pirated, translated, reprinted, copied, abridged
by printers all across Europe…AND…

DESIGN CENTERS

DESIGN CENTERS
• King Henry VIII of
England ordered
production of English
pirated edition in 1545

IN EUROPE IN 1500s

•Basel Switzerland
• Johann Oporinus became Basel’s leading printer

• Original had woodcuts

• Carefully executed
copperplate-engraved
illustrations copied from
woodcuts

• Also wordy text in tight pages of roman type with precise
page numbers, running heads, marginal notes in delicate
italic type, no paragraph indentations

• Marks this copy as
first successful book with
engraved illustrations

• Masterpiece De humani corporis fabrica “Construction
of the Human Body” by founder of anatomy, Andreas
Versalius from Brussels

• It was pirated, translated, reprinted, copied, abridged
by printers all across Europe…AND…
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•

•

•

March 1, 1562: conflict between French troops and
Reformed church congregations = massacre
Began 4 decades of religious wars ending the
innovation of golden age of French typography

•

Many French Protestant printers fled to Switzerland,
England, Low Countries to escape religious strife,
censorship, rigid trade laws.
Innovative graphic design centers passed on to cities of
Amsterdam and Antwerp.

•

•

Christophe Plantin
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March 1, 1562: conflict between French troops and
Reformed church congregations = massacre
Began 4 decades of religious wars ending the
innovation of golden age of French typography
Many French Protestant printers fled to Switzerland,
England, Low Countries to escape religious strife,
censorship, rigid trade laws.
Innovative graphic design centers passed on to cities of
Amsterdam and Antwerp.
•

DESIGN CENTERS
•

Johann Oporinus (printer), pages from De Humani Corporis Fabrica Librorum Epitome, 1543

•

•

Christophe Plantin

March 1, 1562: conflict between French troops and
Reformed church congregations = massacre
Began 4 decades of religious wars ending the
innovation of golden age of French typography
Many French Protestant printers fled to Switzerland,
England, Low Countries to escape religious strife,
censorship, rigid trade laws.
Innovative graphic design centers passed on to cities of
Amsterdam and Antwerp.
•

Christophe Plantin
2020 map

• Main contribution:
Use of copperplate
engravings instead of
woodcuts to illustrate
his books
• Copperplate engravings
replaced woodcut as
the major technique
throughout Europe

17th CENTURY

17th CENTURY (1600s)

IN EUROPE

IN EUROPE

•
•
•

•

17th century relatively quiet
Ornaments, punches, matrixes, woodblocks
become abundant
Little incentive for printers to commission new
graphic material
Copperplate engraving continues to grow in popularity,
including for hangings on wall for people who couldn’t
afford oil paintings

Christophe Plantin,
title page for
Centum Fabulae ex Antiquis,
1567

•

But literary genius is awakened,
including a guy named William Shakespeare. :)

•

Oldest surviving newspaper dates from
early this century
• Avisa Relation oder Zeitung printed in German town
of Augsburg on a regular basis in 1609
• Others appeared after in other cities, including
England and their new colonies over North America
• “The press” (newspapers) helped to push colonies
toward revolution

GERMAN TYPOGRAPHY & THE RISE OF PRINTING

• Timeline of Important Events
• Holy Roman Empire + “German”

STUDY THIS

• German* Typography: 1300-1500s
• Rise of Printing in Europe
On class website (nikkiarnell.net)

• German* Illustrated Book: 1400s-1500s
• Renaissance Graphic Design: 1300s - 1600s, Europe
• Typeface Structure Review
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